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MARCIALONGA, TIME TO JUMP ON THE SADDLE
10th TIME FOR THE CYCLING CRAFT ROAD EVENT 

Marcialonga Cycling Craft on the saddle next 12 June
A Valentine's Special Offer for couples
Two 135k and 80k-long courses across the Dolomites 
Marcialonga is part of the Gran Fondo World Tour


Only a few days have passed since the last Marcialonga Winter Ski-Marathon got on track in Italy's Val di Fiemme and Val di Fassa, and the time has come now to jump back on the saddle for the Cycling Craft road race. The 10th running of the road cycling event across the stunning Dolomites will take place on 12 June, 2016 and thousands of sport lovers, amateurs and professional cyclists are to meet up in Trentino region in about four months. 
Entries to the 10th Marcialonga Cycling Craft are open and those who register before 9 May will pay 30 Euro only. A Valentine's Special Offer is also available until 15 February, couples will get a 10 Euro discount for each person and the overall price will be 40 Euro per couple instead of 60 Euro.
Both the 135k and 80k-long courses have been confirmed by the local OC, both starting in Predazzo town centre, heading down the entire Val di Fiemme surrounded by astounding sceneries. Those who will decide to cycle the longest course will face three alpine passes plus the tough Monte San Pietro uphill, while the 'medium' course will climb the first uphill and only one pass before going back to Predazzo.
The 2016 Marcialonga Cycling Craft road event is part of the Gran Fondo World Tour, the only Italian race of the international circuit along with a few other European events (Barcelona, Oslo and Andorra), one in the US (Golden-Colorado) and one in Asia (Almaty-Kazahstan).
Info: www.marcialonga.it

